We believe that’s not the way to go. We need to support, shift our perception and try new alternatives.
As we couldn’t get the practical things in a box, we have created this additional guide for you. You will
find the best resources to navigate yourself through the Bitcoin universe. Need a brief recap on what
Bitcoin is? Read this article which even a five year old could understand.
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Do Your Own Research
Click on the links to watch a video, follow a course or buy a book.

Videos
• Introduction to Bitcoin by Andreas Antonopoulos
• The stories we tell about Money by Andreas Antonopoulos
• The role of Bitcoin as money by Erik Voorhees

Podcasts
• Stephan Livera: Bitcoin and Austrian Economics
•

What Bitcoin did: Interviews with leaders in
Bitcoin & Crypto

•

Let’s talk Bitcoin: Presenting ideas and people
involved with Crypto

Books
• The Internet of Money Volume I by Andreas
Antonopoulos

• The Internet of Money Volume II by Andreas
Antonopoulos

• The Bitcoin Standard by Saifedean Ammous

Online courses
• Introduction to digital currencies by

Documentaires
• Banking on Bitcoin
• The Rise & Rise of Bitcoin
• Bitcoin: beyond the bubble

the University of Nicosia

• Money, banking and central banks
by the Khan Academy

• Bitcoin and cryptocurrency technologies based on
a course from Princeton University

Twitter

This was made possible through cryptocurrencyposters.com

Crypto twitter is one of the most dynamic and engaging online communities you can find. It’s full of enlightening discussions of (possibly) the
most important economic breakthrough of the 21st century. It’s also simultaneously filled with frauds, shills, and shitposters. Searching for
signal in this noise can be tough, but if you’re willing to put in the time you can build a great list of the best crypto Twitter accounts to follow.
Not willing to put in that time? We’ve got you covered with our comprehensive list of essential crypto accounts on Twitter that you should be
following:

The content creators
The captains of the industry
These people head up some of the most important businesses
and organizations in the cryptocurrency space. Generally a bit
more “professional” than other crypto twitter accounts.

•
•
•
•

Elizabeth Stark
Samsom Mow
CZ
Erik Voorhees

• Jack
• Adam Back
• Neeraj

Good resources for filtering out the BS that is spouted
by much of crypto twitter. They will be the first to call out
dumb ideas that aren’t technically feasible.

• Luke Dashjr
• Matt Corallo
• Alex Bosworth
• Pierre Rochard
• Christian Decker • Charlie Lee

• Tuur Demeester
• Saifedean Ammous
• Kyle Torpey

Plenty of posts on technical price analysis of different
coins. Remember though, this is not investment advice.
Most of these people have cartoon characters for AVIs.
Imagine explaining to your wife that you lost the kid’s
college fund because you made your investment
decisions based on a cartoon Jalapeno from Twitter.
• DonAlt
• The Crypto Dog
• CryptoCred

The exchanges

The zealots
Most of Crypto Twitter approaches the industry with at least a
slight bit of skepticism. The following accounts do not.

• Giacomo Zucco
• Anthony Pompliano

• Aaron Van Wirdum
• Andreas Antonopoulos
• Bitmex Research

The traders

The devs

• Vitalik Buterin
• Peter Todd
• Pieter Wuille

There’s no shortage of crypto-related content in the form of
videos, articles, podcasts, and more. A lot of it is trash. These
accounts are reliable sources for high-quality content that will
actually help you learn.

• Jameson Lopp
• Nick Szabo

You won’t get much in the way of commentary from these
accounts, but they’re an essential follow due to the effect that
their announcements can have on the market.
• Kraken
• Coinbase
• Binance

Choose your wallet
Many consider hardware wallets the safest way to protect bitcoins that you own. These wallets, as implied in the name, take the form of a
physical device that protects a user’s keys by encrypting all the information, and grant access to the user via a password or seed phrase.

The most important quality of hardware wallets (aka Cold Wallets) is the physical protection they offer for your private keys, as opposed to
keeping them on an internet connected computer. This is what makes them more secure than every other type of wallet. By removing these
keys from an internet-connected computer, it is highly unlikely that hackers or a malicious program can steal your private keys. All good
hardware wallets generate keys within the wallet tot avoid malware and internet attacks. These types of wallets are usually more expensive as
they require a physical device. Examples of companies that produce these wallets are:

As these physical wallets aren’t really convenient for everyday groceries, a software wallet is recommend.
Software wallets (aka Hot Wallets) typically use encryption, as well as other security measures, to protect
private keys on a device. They are considered secure if developed in a peer-reviewed and open-source
manner, or by a reliable programmer or organization, and all generally serve the same purpose: sending
bitcoin from one address to another. Some examples of software wallets are:

Buy your Bitcoins
Bitcoins can be obtained in numerous ways, each of which are entirely different from one another. In this guide we will explain two
different ways to acquire your first Bitcoins:

Exchanges

Bitcoin ATM

(aka BTM)

The most convenient way to acquire bitcoins is to buy them on a

Bitcoin ATMs are appearing in cities globally, and their

cryptocurrency marketplace or exchange. To buy your first bitcoin all you

numbers are constantly increasing. These machines

need to do is open an account, verify your identity (depends on your country

charge a convenience fee (typically 4-9%) on top of the

or residence), and then transfer your local currency to the marketplace to

current exchange rate. They provide users with a fast,

receive your bitcoins.

convenient, and simple way to turn fiat into bitcoins
without interacting with an exchange. In the beginning you

For example, the Kraken exchange is a globally operating US-bases bitcoin

could use these anonymously, but now they typically

exchange that has been around since 2011. It is one of the largest bitcoin

follow KYC procedures.

exchanges in the world and is recommended because of its extensive
security measures, low fees, and outstanding customer service. For specific
details see our additional PDF (coming soon).

You can find the nearest Bitcoin
ATM to you, using the designated

Apart from Kraken, there are many other exchanges to choose from. Some
of the most popular are:
Looking for an exchange in your country? Have a look here.

map service: CoinATMRadar.

Useful links
Click on the logo to learn more

CoinATMradar
Find Bitcoin ATM locations easily
with this Bitcoin ATM Map.

Coinmarketcap

bitcoin.org/bitcoin-core
For downloading and running the official
Bitcoin software on your computer. The
software lets you run a full node.

Coinmap

Cryptocurrency market cap

Map of Physical Stores Accepting

rankings, charts, and more.

Bitcoin

Bitcoinmagazine

Meetup

Bitcoin Magazine is the oldest and one of the

To get in touch with other people,

most trusted sources of news, insight,

meetup is a great place to find meetups

reviews, guides, and price analysis on Bitcoin.

Coincenter

and events in your neighborhood.

Bitcoin information & Resources

An educational and research institution

The goal of this site is to provide an

focused on the public policy issues

index of curated high quality educational

facing cryptocurrency technologies.

resources and information about Bitcoin

Should you have any questions or recommendations on how to improve our products. Please
reach out to us on Social Media or by sending us an email at hello@start2bitcoin.com.
Follow our adventures and witness how we are making a dent in the universe on our social channels.

